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I-FLEX PAPER ON 24TH JULY, 2008
I appeared for placement of i-flex at my college campus placement. Around 230 appeared for
aptitude test and 50 were sort listed for technical interview. Then after technical interview they
send 46 students for HR interview and finally 41 were selected after HR .Apptitude:230 appeared
50 selected
Technical:50 appeared 46 selected
Hr:46 appeared 41 selected
Total 9 rejections.
Test basically consisted of Logical reasoning and English.
Logical reasoning:40 Questions.
English:20 questions.
There were total 60 questions in 60 min. -ve marking and sectional cutt off was there negative
marking was unevenly distributed. I attempted around 25 question in logical reasoning in one go
then i switched to English and i attempted around 12 question English section was quite easy
there one Rc which was very very simple and simple question on para jumble, fill in the blanks
with appropriate tenses, verb, articles, simple synonym and antonym.
Logical reasoning was also simple all question were R.S aggrawal type just go through relevant
chapters from rs aggrawal for this section.
chapters from R.S aggrawal:
1.Time and work
2.Chain rule
3.Profit and loss
4.Percentage
5.Age problems
6.Figure sequence
7.Number series
8.Blood relation
9.Puzzle from (R.S aggrawal verbal and non verbal)
10.Average
Questions are really simple just maintain accuracy and speed and u will definitely crack aptitude
test. I attempted around 45 questions in all and only marked those question for which I was sure.
Our test started around 10:30 am and result declared around 1:30pm and i was happy to here my
name from list. Then we were provided with form and it has to be submitted with all photocopy
mark sheets. My turn for technical interview came around 5:00 pm and I was quite confident for it.
some of the questions they asked me are:
tell something about your self?
what are languages u learnt in your course?
whether u read some technical magazines?
Then some question on projects done and some about future projects?
What are Libraries and how they are linked?
What are Joins in sql?
Some questions on ASP?
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What is client side and server side programming?
Then Result for technical round came around 7:00 pm and i was glad to hear that i was selected
for hr round.Our Hr took place next day.Some of the questions they asked me are:
Tell something about your self?
Ur family background?
Asked about schooling?
Hobbies?
Latest technology?
Then interviewer asked me that if u have any question and interview ended...finally around 12:00
pm our final list of selected student was announced and i was glad hear my name from the list........
So friends it is not difficult just have faith in god and your self and be confident that's it.
This was my 6th company and i was not selected in those company i was completely depressed
but finally I cleared i-flex and get selected. So do not loose heart your day will definitely come.
best of luck..
see u in i-flex

I-FLEX PAPER ON 18TH JULY,2008
I appeared for placement of I-flex at my college placement. Around 230 appeared for aptitude test
and 50 were sort listed for technical interview. Then after technical interview they send 46
students for HR interview and finally 41 were selected after HR .
Apptitude:230 appeared 50 selected
Technical:50 appeared 46 selected
Hr:46 appeared 41 selected
Total 9 rejections.
Test basically consisted of Logical reasoning and English.
Logical reasoning:40 Questions.
English:20 questions.
There were total 60 questions in 60 min. -ve marking and sectional cutoff was there negative
marking was unevenly distributed. I attempted around 25 question in logical reasoning in one go
then I switched to English and I attempted around 12 question English section was quite easy
there one Rc which was very very simple and simple question on para jumble, fill in the blanks
with appropriate tenses, verb, articles, simple synonym and antonym. Logical reasoning was also
simple all question were R S aggrawal type just go through relevant chapters from R S aggrawal
for this section.
Chapters from R S aggrawal:
Time and work
Chain rule
Profit and loss
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Percentage
Age problems
Figure sequence
Number series
Puzzle from (R S aggrawal verbal and non verbal)
Average
Questions are really simple just maintain accuracy and speed and u will definetely crack appti test.
I attempted around 45 questions in all and only marked those question for which I was sure. Our
test started around 10:30 am and result declared around 1:30pm and I was happy to here my name
from list. Then we were provided with form and it has to be submitted with all photocopy mark
sheets. My tern for technical interview came around 5:00 pm and I was quite confident for it.
Some of the questions they asked me are:
tell something about your self?
what are languages u learnt in your course?
whether u read some technical magazines?
Then some question on projects done and some about future projects?
What are Libraries and how they are linked?
What are Joins in sql?
Some questions on ASP?
What is client side and server side programming?
Then Result for technical round came around 7:00 pm and i was glad to hear that I was selected
for hr round.
Our Hr took place next day.
some of the questions they asked me are:
Tell something about your self?
Ur family background?
Asked about schooling?
Hobbies?
Latest technology?
This was my 6th company and i was not selected in those company I was completely depressed
but finally I cleared I-flex and get selected. So do not loose heart your day will definitely come.
Then interviewer asked me that if u have any question and interview ended... finally around 12:00
pm our fianl list of selected student was announced and I was glad hear my name form the
list........So friends it is not difficult just have faith in god and your self and be confident that's it.
Best of luck..
See u in I-flex

I-FLEX PAPER ON 12TH JULY, 2008 AT TRICHY
hai friends.im suganya from AVC college of engineering. i attended the iflex interview held on
11th and 12 th of July at Anna University,Trichy.i got placed in iflex with my god's blessings and
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my luck.I would like to share my experience with u all.
total attended from 15 colleges: about 4500
cleared apti: 95
selected: 35
11th July:
-------We had aptitude test. the paper had two sections 40 marks for apti and 20 questions for general
English. total 60 qns to be attended in one hr. It was easy of course. every qn paper from iflex will
be easy always. bt as they have a sectional cutoff many fail to clear it. the qns were from time and
distance, simple logic qns, blood relationship, coding and the usual logic qns. it is more than
enough if u study R S Aggarwal quantative apti, logical reasoning and verbal and non-verbal
reasoning bks.
You will have to manage time. So START FROM ENGLISH FIRST. i did the same and i got 10
minutes fortunately in the end to check my answers. u have to be very fast in solving the qns and
u need practice to solve them. PRACTICE WELL THEN IT WILL BE A PIECE OF FRUIT
CAKE. then we waited for about 3 to 4 hrs to get the result. fortunately i cleared it. use the
waiting time for refreshing your concepts for interviews.
12th July:
---------We never had a GD. we are fortunate for that. we had two interviews 1.technical and 2. hr.
both will be easy if u r very confident and bold and relaxed. be sure that u prepare well for qns
from DBMS,OPERATING SYSTEMS AND PGMING LANGUAGES IF U R A CSE/IT
STUDENT. if u r not be ready to face qns from your basics like devices, circuits, microprocessors
also your favourite subjects.
I was fortunate to clear technical very easily with my good self introduction. i used quotes and
proverbs when i introduced myself. Be very clear in your ideas and concepts. then u will clear
technical. then came the very easy hr.
I used the words OUR CONCERN often and the interviewer was very much impressed. because
in iflex they want people who are passionate about their concern.
So use these words often. and then be prepared for qns like 'why iflex?' 'why should i select you?'
'what are your strengths and weaknesses?'. be relaxed. many qns are asked to test whether u r
relaxed or not. so don't be nervous. be free. BE GOOD IN COMMUNICATION SKILL. THATS
WHAT THEY WANT IN HR INTERVIEWS.
And one important thing be sure to ask any qns in the presentation that they show you. it is
important that u should ask qns because they note it that u r attentive to the presentation. and also
they get the impression that u r keenly listening. whatever silly may be the qn about the
organisation. DON'T ASK ABOUT SALARY OR COMPENSATION AND THE LIKE.
BECAUSE THEY HATE MONEY MINDED PEOPLE. they will show about the salary also.
BE VERY VERY PATIENT. because u will have to wait to get results. i waited from 11.30 am to
11.30 pm to get result.
with my elders' blessings i got placed in iflex. see u all in iflex. all the best.
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thanks for being patient to read my loooooooonnnnng experience. bye.,

IFLEX PAPER ON 7th APRIL, 2008 AT BHUBANESWAR
Hi, i am AMITESH KUMAR pursuing B-Tech from Krupajal engineering college,
Bhubaneswar ... I wrote i-flex paper on 7th April, 2008.It was a pool campus in College of engg,
bbsr. Where more than 12 colleges participated and more than 2700 students appeared, out of
which 227 cleared written and finally 65 of them made it to i-flex. There were 60 questions to be
done in 60 minutes.(+1 for right answer and -0.25 for wrong answer).
There was sectional cut-off so plzz b careful.
Written paper was divided into 2 sections:
1) Quant and Logical reasoning (40 questions)
Comprising near about 75% questions from logical reasoning.
The questions were from : deductions (e.g.: All dogs are pigs. All pigs are cats), coding-decoding,
series completion (very easy), some 3-d figures were given and were asked to find how it looks
from sideways, sitting arrangements (Just go through verbal & non-verbal reasoning by
R.S.AGARWAL)
Trains & boats (3 quest), profit & loss (2 quest), simple problems on percentage, age problems,
time and distance.(friends just go through quant aptitude by R.S.AGARWAL. it’s more than
enough)
2) English usages (20 quests)
It was the easiest section of the paper. Just have command on articles (a, an, the) (go through
wren& martin), sentence jumbled, comprehension, simple grammar in fill in the blanks form (it’s
very easy).
N.B: Friends from previous candidate’s experience 1 cannot say what the cut-off can be. So to be
on safe side at least try 2 attempt in between 40-50 questions. one more thing I want 2 tell that
during written test rough sheets r provided which shows the pains that u took 2 overcome the test.
I attempted near about 50 questions and the results were out at 3:30 P.M and I was through for the
next round along with my 26 other college mates.
I was really shocked when the delegates informed that the technical & round would b taken on the
same day. I was not 100% ready for that because I read from the fresher world that the tech/HR
rounds r held next day.
So b ready 2 face the next rounds on the same day.
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My technical round took place at night near about 10:45 P.M.
I was asked about my favorite Subject and I answered SQL. Since IFLEX has around 83% shares
owned by ORACLE CORPORATION, the interviewer took interest in me and asked around 8
questions.
After 15 min. I was informed that I had cleared technical round and was informed to be ready for
HR round shortly the same day.
HR round commenced at around 11:45 P.M.
HR ROUND:
Friends I think u wont expect the 1st question of ur HR like I faced.
1) How many questions u cheated during written test?
Me: sir, to be honest I cheated 2 to 3 questions.
Friends just b honest it wont give –ve impression.
2) How was your day?
Me: fine sir.
3) How?
Me: I had done well in written test and was confident that I would be through and few minutes
ago I had a great technical round.
4) What do u know abt iflex?
Me: answered.
5) y do u want 2 join I flex?
Me: bcoz it is employee friendly.
6)what is the latest news abt iflex?
Me: iflex solutions to change its name to ORACLE FINANCIAL SERVICES.
7)if u get an offer frm oracle corporation and another frm oracle financial services which 1 u
would like 2 join?
Me : I told O.F.S will be a perfect platform to start my career With.
8)asked about my family background
9)why did u choose engg. and not some other profession?
10)verified my certificates and asked me 2 leave.
my HR ROUND concluded at around 12:20 night and I was confident to clear HR round as well.
Results were announced on 9th April 2008 and 8 out of 27 students students frm my college got
selected and I was 1 among the 8 students.
Total 65 students were selected out of 227 students who cleared the written test.
Friends donot go by the above stats. and null your chances….just have confidence tht out of
whatever number of students r selected u need just a single seat to be an iflexian.
Last but not least,I whole-heartedly thank fresher world and those people who contributed and
shared their experiences, which was very useful 4 me.
ALL THE BEST……….
SEE U AT I-FLEX……….
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Amitesh.
I-FLEX PAPER ON 6th APRIL 2008
hi all i am Anantjit .i-flex solutions came to our institute on 6 th of april on which apti was
conducted and on d next day technical and hr interview were conducted. it was a pool campus and
colleges of agra-mathura region were invited.
APTITUDE- There were 5 sections of 10 questions each.They were-english,Data
interpretation,Data sufficiency,aptitude,reasoning. One hour was allotted for these 50
questions.They were quite easy.
TECHNICAL INTERVIEW- This was long.It took almost 1 full hour.questions aked were 4rmc,c++, sql, dbms, data structures, chemistry, electronics, software engg.ques asked werec- what are datatypes , variables,simple programs of for loop and arrays, wap to count d no of
lines in a paragraph
c++ - encapsulation, polymorphism, inheritance,abstraction with real life examples
sql - queries on joins and functions such as write a query for deleting first 3 letters 4rm u r name
or last 3 letters, what r indexes,views,types of indexes,what is cursor etc
dbms – they concentrate mainly on this subject.almost all d topics were covered on
this.deadlock ,deadlock prevention,acid properties,what is transaction,all 5 normal forms with
example,locking techniques,diff b/w dbms and rdbms.
Datasructures- what is linkedlist,stack, queues,precision
Chemistry- 15 equations were given and I was asked to balance dem
Electronics- what is transistor,p-n junction,zener diode. This was a surprise to me as I am 4rm
information technology but somehow I managed it.
Software engg - in this only s/w development life cycle was asked
HR INTERVIEW- It took only 15 minutes.ques asked were
· How was u r technical interview
· Give u r family back ground
· What r u r carrer goals
· Why do u want to join i-flex
· Why Is ur percentage declining ( my 12th % was 84 & in b.tech it was 69%. U must prepare for
this ques if u r having d same case)
This was all.By God’s grace I was among d 17 selected candidates 4rm my college.wishing u all d
very best of luck.
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IFLEX PAPER ON 2nd APRIL AT ALLAHABAD
hey frnds before i start off wid nething just want to tell dat fresher world is d best source for ne
kind of placement information....now let me start of wid iflex visit to our colg on d 2nd oof
april.Its was an pool campus recruitment process by iflex.total of 1300+students appeared for d
selection process out of which only 135 people made it through d written round.then after the
technical n Hr rounds finally 35 were selected out of which 18 were from my colg.n thanx to gad i
was one of them........
the first round was written which comprised of 2 sections aptitude(40questions) and
english(20questions) we had to do these 60 ques in 60 mins.....so tiome management was very
inportant.
english was vevry very eazy belive its was really a piece of cake...it contained the following
1.5 QUESTIOS OF RC
2.5QUESTIONS PARAJUMBLES
3.5 QUESTIONS ARTICLES
4.5 QUESTIONS ANTONYMS N SYNOYMS
The apti are acontained the following
1.TIME AND WORK
2.SPEED DISTANCE
3.LOGICAL RASONING
4.SYLLOGISM
5.FIGURE VIEW
6.COMPLETE THE FIGURE
7.PIPE N CRISTEN
these r some of the topics i remeber...i did a total of 52 of these questions..n made it thru the
written next was the interview sessein which had 2 rounds tech+hr and hr my first round was
tech+hr
which went like this
1.tell me about yourself??
i said........
2.write a C prog to arrange 7 no in asending order n tell the 3rd highest?
i wrote.........
3.wirte a C prog to swap 2 no.s without using variables just an array??
i wrote........
4.what r ur hobbies??
i told..........
5.he gave me a apti ques...two cars going wid diff speed in same directions....n 15km distance b.w
dem wen will dey overtake??
i did it
6.one more puzzel on avg speed?
i did.....worng initially but den i corrected myself
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7.ne prb wid going to banglore......??
no
8.y not??
i gave my reasons....
he then said ok rahul now the hr will talk to u.........
HR round:::::
1.whats ur attitude towards life?
2.how do u define success?
3.who is at par day scholars or hostlers?
4.rason for gap b/w 12th n betech??
5.family backgorund?
6.ne problem in relocation.??
7.dont u think passing pecrcentage should be inc?
8.wat u liked abt iflex during the last 2 days of visit of iflex to ur colg??
then he said thanx n asked me to leave.......... i was the only one to b interviewed by the head HR
n i was proud of it.......... finally i got selected.....when the result was announced i was blessed for
being a part of iflex........... guies they jst want to c ur attitude towards life n how confidebt r
u.........n dats all wat u want.......c u at iflex........??
bbye rahul chaddha................

IFLEX PAPER ON 2nd APRIL 2008

Hi, i am Swati pursuing B-Tech from UCER ... I wrote i-flex paper on 2nd april 2008. there were
1500 students from 8 colleges, out of which 135 cleared written and finally only 35 of them made
it to i-flex. there were 60 questions to be done in 60 min(negative marking was there but was not
specific) there was sectional cut offs too

written paper was divided into 2 sections
1 Quants and Logic(40 ques)
2 English usage(20 ques)

QUANTS & LOGIC
there were questions from
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->trains & boats (3 ques)
->profit & loss (2 ques)
->number system (2 ques)
->Data interpretation (2 ques)
->decision making (5 ques)
->pattern matching (2 figures were given and ques was wat figure would be formed on overlaping
the two)
->view of figure(a figure was given and its bottom view was asked)
->simple questions like
a) if all three are same
b) if 1 and 2 match
c) if 1 and 3 match
d) none of these
1-qsaer123gfr 2-qsaer123gfr 3-qsear123gfr
(3 ques of this type)
->syllogism(5-6 ques)

ENGLISH
->1 Rc very easy and simple 5 ques following
->parajumbles --- 5 ques
->fill in the blanks with prepositions & article (5-6 ques)
->synonyms & antonyms (4-5 ques)

i managed to do 47ques in 60 minutes written exam was conducted in two rounds.2nd batch
ended at 2:30 and results were out at 4p.m.
correction was computerised as they used OMR sheets

there was 2 rounds of interview
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1 TECHNICAL
2 HR

TECHNICAL
mine was tech+HR mixed. interviewer was a sweet person, he helped relax as i was a bit nervous...
-> QUE :tell me something about urself
ANS: this ans went very long as wat i had prepared for, he kept asking me for more..i told my
hobby as cooking so he asked ques about dat
-> QUE : asked to solve a simple question on surface area
-> QUE : decimal to hexadecimal conversion and then to binary
-> QUE : project in detail
-> QUE : SQL & DBMS
-> QUE: prob in relocation
HR
è about urself
è family background
è problem in relocating
è why 1 year gap after 12th
è why i-flex
result was declared on 4th april at 12 noon, and I was d one out of 18 from our colg
all da best
thanku to fresher world

I-FLEX PAPER ON 13th MARCH 2008
Hi friends… I have given the I-flex paper on 13th of this month…

TOTAL STUDENT:-NEAR ABOUT 2500
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WRITTEN: 150
FINALLY: 53

ROUNDS:
1. WRITTEN
2. TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
3. H.R
Paper was easy but really I was really surprised to see as pattern was completely different from
the last time…As per earlier pattern there were only 50 questions and .25 –ve… But there were
60 questions. That was divided in mainly in two sections
1. English
2. Quant and logical
There were 40 questions of quant and logical….All questions were very easy that includes
1. simple reasoning
2. blood relations
3. simple addition
4. error detection
5. ratio and proportion
6. 2 questions from data interpretation

Rest of the paper was also too easy…
Second part of the question paper was English that was again very easy…
Example: - antonym of homogenous…. I think everybody can do…
But important thing was – ve marking… There was – ve marking but they have not disclosed the
number that will be deducted on each wrong question. So be careful. I cleared the first round…
Then we were called for the interview next day… Next day they had given their presentation after
that interview started
First question was my intro and then ur favorite subject.
In technical interview they had asked me C and D.B.M.S, puzzles and G.K. So u should be
prepared for each and everything that under the sun. In C they had asked me a program to tell
whether a string is palindrome
And puzzle like if there are 6 gals standing in a bus, each gal is having 6 bags, and each bag is
having 6 cats…so tell the number of legs in the bus….
In D.B.M.S they had asked me two questions both on SQL QUERIES… Please do this part
properly…
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And some question like president of India and capital of kerla… And then some question from
my resume and my personal life…
As I was interviewed by two persons I was analyzed there only by the H.R At last result came on
15th March 18, 2008 and I was one of the 53 candidate selected for I-flex solutions.
So guys prepare and best of luck…
IFLEX PAPER ON 14th MARCH 2008
IFLEX PAPER-LIET ALWAR- GENERAL REASONING-40
ENGISH-20
TIME-1HR.
1) CAPTIAL-3116209112, THEN LESSON MEANS?
ANS-12519191514
2) A+B= A IS MOTHER OF B. A-B= A IS SISTER OF B. A*B= A IS BROTHER OF B.THN
R+S+T=? WHTS D RELATION B/W R & T
ANS- GRANDMOTHER.
3)STATEMENT- SOME BOOKS ARE PENS.SOME PEN ARE ERASERS.CONCLUSIONALL BOOKS ARE ERASERS.
SOME ERASERS ARE BOOKS.
ANS- NO CONCLUSION FOLLOWS.
4)STATEMENT-ALL LOCKS ARE KEYS.NO KEY IS A SPOON.CONCLUSION-NO LOCK
IS A SPOON. NO SPOON IS A LOCK
ANS-ONLY CONCLUSION 1 FOLLOWS.
5) AZ : CX :EV :GT :?
ANS- IR
6) 324,108,36,12,?
ANS-4.
7) LION:DEN::HORSE:?
ANS- STABLE.
8) WOOL:SHEEP::SILK:?
ANS- SILKWORM.
9) ONE QUES ON SERIES COMPLITION.
10)ANOTHR FIG. QUES WHT VL HAPPEN WHN V COMBINE THE 2 GIVEN FIGURE.
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11) QUES ON MIXED LETTER CODING.
12)ANOTHR QUES ON MIXED LETTER CODING.
13)14) QUES ON RELATION PUZZLE- DERE R 2 COUPLE IN A FAMILY.."D" IS THE
GRANDMOTHER OF A AND MOTHER OF B.C WIFE OF B AND MOTHER OF F.F
GRANDDAUGHTER OF E..SOMTHING LIK THIS.ND 2 QUES BASED ON DIS.
15)16) TWO CUBE ARE COMBINED TO FORM A CUBOID.THIS CUBOID IS PAINTED
BLACK..AND DIVIDED INTO 8 CUBE..SUMTHINK LIK DIS..ND TWO QUES BASED ON
DIS.
17) ONE FIG QUES..A FIG WAS GIVEN ND ASKED HW IT VL LOOK WHN SEEN FROM
RIGHT SIDE.
18) DIRETION SENSE TEST QUES-A PERSON WALKS 1.5 MILES TOWARD
SOUTH..THN 1 MILE TOWARD NORTH EAST AT AN ANGLE 45 DEGREE..AFTER
WALKING 1 MILES HE START MOVING BACK..WHICH DIRECTION IS HE MOVING
NW?
ANS-NORTH WEST.
19)20)A PUZZLE QUES..THERE ARE 5 MEN-A,B,C,D,E AND 3 WOMEN-R,S,T..A TEAM
OF 5 IS TO BE SELECTED IN WHICH THERE SHOULD BE 3 MENS AND 2 WOMENS.ND
FEW CONDITION WHERE GIVEN.2 QUES BASED ON DIS.
21)ONE QUES. ON BOATS ND STREAM.
22) PROFIT ND LOSS.
23) PIPES ND CISTERNS.
24) PROBLEM ON TRAIN.
25)26) TWO QUES ON PUZZLES LIKE- B SITING 11TH FROM LEFT THN MOVED TWO
PLACE RIGHT..ETC.ETC..
27) ANOTHER QUES ON SERIES COMPLETION-

ppq_qpr_rrpq.....somthing like dis.

28)IDENTIFY THE ODD WORD OUT OF THE 4 GIVEN WORDS.
29) ANOTHER BLOOD RELATION QUESTION CODED RELATION TYPE.
30) PERCENTAGES.
FEW MORE QUES OF QUANT.
PAPER WAS VERY EASY..NEGATIVE MARKING WAS THERE..NO UPPER CUT OFF
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I-FLEX PAPER ON 23th MARCH 2008
There were around 1500 students from 10-12 colleges who appeared for the test. Out of which
only 185 cleared the written exam, and i was one of them. There were 60 questions to be done in
60 min.(+1 for right answer and -ve marking is not certain depends on question diff rent qustion
hae differnt -ve marks). It was different from last time as last time there was 50 q and paper was
divided into 5 sections...
There were two sections
1. Quant+Logic(40 questions)
This section contained q from blood relations, logical deductions, puzzle test, coding decoding,
age problems etc... Refer R.S. Aggarwal only The questions were really simple and I managed to
do 25 questions in 30min. then i shifted to english section and again then I do my rest of apti
questions
NOTE: There was sectional cut off also

2. English(20 questions)
This sections was also very easy. It conatined q like antonyms, synonyms, reading
comprehension(quite easy), articles, ordering the sentences etc...I managed to do 15-16 q from
this sections

The written test was quite easy most of the questions were from R.S Aggarwal (quant, verbal and
non verbal reasoning) so do prepare the relevent chapters from this book specially the logical part
bcoz quant was very easy.

The questions were very easy so the main catch was the time management. So do manage your
time as there was sectional cut off and it will increase your chances of getting in.

The test started Around 11:00 A.M the result was announced at 6:00 P.M. and i got selected for
the next round of interviews. Interviews are held on next day ie 24 th march
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There were 2 interviews Technical and HR

1.Technical Interview
I was waiting for my interview on 24th march since morning 8:30 and finally at 7:45 P.M the
moment came when i was called for the second(i hv not cleared patni interview) personnel
interview of my life.
The interviewer was very calm and soft spoken person.He asks me what i Know.Mine answer is
C.after he is satisfied from C he shifted toDS and thats my weak pt \. But due to C proficiency i
Got selected for next interview. Be confident in answering whatever they ask
After about half an hour the person came and said that you hve cleared the interview and are
seleected for HR interview. My advice is to be simple and truthful. If you dont know anything
simply say no to them. If you try to confuse them you are just reducing your chances.

2.HR Interview
This was about Half an hour and there was lady HR . May be bcoz i am one of the few last
candidate to be interviewed on that day. SHe asked me that why you dont hve any breaks in your
study( he was indirectly asking why i hadnt dropped an year and prepeared for iit/jee). Then she
asked me whether i have any problems in relocation, my answer was no. She asks 3puzzles of
which i gave only 1 answer correctly. Main interview was only Technical. HR was just formality
and Then She asked me for my mark sheets and this ended my HR interview.

On 25th march I got the news form my college that i am selected in the 1 out of 5 students who
hve cleared the written test from our college.
So be focused and manage your time properly if you want to clear.Be faithful to yourself. Success
Should not go to your mind, failure should not go to your heart that is what i have learnt from my
exp.

I FLEX PAPER ON 16th MARCH AT DELHI 2008
I appeared in the i-flex paper on 16th at MAIT rohini delhi. There were around 2800 students
from 35 colleges who appeared for the test.
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Out of which only 509 cleared the written exam, and i was one of them. There were 60 questions
to be done in 60 min.(+1 for right answer and -.25 for wrong answer). It was different from last
time as last time there was 50 q and paper was divided into 5 sections...
There were two sections
1. Quant+Logic(40 questions)
This section contained q from blood relations, logical deductions, puzzle test, coding decoding,
profit and loss, trains and boats problems, age problems etc... The questions were really simple
and I managed to do 31 questions in 40 min. then i shifted to english section.
2. English(20 questions)
This sections was also very easy. It conatined q like antonyms, synonyms, reading
comprehension(quite easy), articles, ordering the sentences etc...I managed to do 18 q from this
sections in one go and still i had 2-3 min left.
Then i shifted to section 1 and did 2 questions in that section. So atlast i managed to do 51
questions in 1 hour.
The written test was quite easy most of the questions were from R.S Aggarwal (quant, verbal and
non verbal reasoning) so do prepare the relevent chapters from this book specially the logical part
bcoz quant was very easy.
The questions were very easy so the main catch was the time management. So do manage your
time as there was sectional cut off and it will increase your chances of getting in.
Around 3:00 P.M the result was announced and i got selected for the next round of interviews.

There were 2 interviews Technical and HR
1.Technical Interview
I was waiting for my interview on 17th march since morning and finally at 8:15 P.M the moment
came when i was called for the first personnel interview of my life. The interviewer was very
calm and soft spoken person. He read my form and asked me about my project(bcoz it was the
only technical thing mentioned in that form). I explained him and answered some of his questions
regarding my project. Then he asked me to write a simple program on file handling using c++ b
coz i hve used file handling in my project. I took 10 min, i wrote the program, and explained it to
him. Then he shifted to DBMS and asked me to write querries of joins, I simply denied and said i
can xpalin you the meaning of joins but cant write querries for it. I explained him the joins and
this ended my technical interview.
After about half an hour the person came and said that you hve cleared the interview and are
seleected for HR interview.
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My advice is to be simple and truthful. If you dont know anything simply say no to them. If you
try to confuse them you are just reducing your chances.
2.HR Interview
This was very short, it was over in a flash. May be bcoz i was the last candidate to be interviewed
on that day. He asked me that why you dont hve any breaks in your study( he was indirectly
asking why i hadnt dropped an year and prepeared for iit/jee). Then he asked me whether i have
any problems in relocation, my answer was no. Then he asked me for my mark sheets and this
ended my HR interview.

On 19th march I got the news form my college that i am selected in the 22 out of 29 students who
hve cleared the written test from our college.
So be focused and manage your time properly if you want to clear.

I-FLEX PAPER ON 1st JUNE AT TAMILNADU
hi friends.....iflex solutions provides IT solutions in d banking n financial domain..........I got
placed in iflex solutions for d 2008 batch........
TEST PATTERN:
1) aptitude test
2) technical interview
3) hr interview
APTITUDE TEST:
Time duration: 60 mins
Number of questions: 50
Marking scheme: +1 for every correct answer and -0.25 for every wrong answer
Cut-off: 25 marks (varies)
friends d aptitude test had 5 sections in it, each section having 10 questions......
d english section was mainly from gre barrons....do practice questions based on bar graps, pie
charts, tabular columns(data interpretation as a whole)......RS Agarwal
questions were dere based on logical reasoning n coding-decoding as well.............RS Agarwal
quantative aptitude........just brush up ur basics from all d chapters........RS Agarwal
deriving conclusions from short comprehensions.......RS Agarwal
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TECHNICAL INTERVIEW:
sir was really cool n very soft spoken.....it kicked off wid d usual questions lyk tell me ab8 urself ,
y do want to join i flex n stuff ............n den he asked abt d project n training i hav done...
he also asked me questions related to banking n shares.....i belong to electrical n electronics
branch so he asked me some basic questions regarding dat lyk abt transformers capacitors n
stuff....
he asked me to solve a couple of puzzles also........n den he asked me where do i wanna see myself
5 years from now......last one was if i want to ask anything from him......the interview lasted for
around 30 mins or so......
HR INTERVIEW:
d first thing mam asked me was if i were tired (it was around 6:30 pm den n i was dere from
morning 9)........she asked me abt d technical interview n how did i perform.......then dere were d
usual question lyk tell me abt urself n ur family background, etc.........she also asked me ab8 d
paper i had presented.......some questions were thrown at me based on d info in my resume as
well.......finally she asked me if i hav any questions.....dis interview lasted for around 15
minutes......
GOOD LUCK FRIENDS........C U IN iflex.................
I-FLEX PAPER ON 2nd AUGUST AT CHENNAI
Hi friends....i am Ratheesh....i-flex solutions came to our college for recruitment process on 2nd
August, and on the same day the whole recruitment process was completed by conducting
aptitude, technical and hr interview......
8 colleges participated in this process....nearly 700 appeared....
The interview process goes like this......The 1st round started at 10.am
APTITUDE-(50 questions-60 minutes)
There were 5 sections of 10 questions each.They include-English, Data interpretation, Data
sufficiency, aptitude and Logical reasoning. One hour was allotted for these 50 questions. Refer
R.S.Agarwal Quantitative, verbal and non verbal reasoning. All the questions were quite easy (+1
for correct answers and -0.25 for each wrong answers).
they announced the results by 1.30pm. 48 cleared the 1st round out of 700 appeared.
TECHNICAL INTERVIEWThe interview took almost 30 mins. questions were asked from c, c++ and data structures.
The questions asked to me.
1. Major difference between c & c++.
2. Advantages of using OOPS.
3. Inheritance, Polymorphism ,Encapsulation , Virtual functions with real time examples.
4. Interviewer asked me to write program for inheritance and linked list with proper
explanations.
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they check the confidence in u. If u feel that ur answer isn't correct just pause a while and think
and answer. They do have a very good patience in listening.
All the 48 candidates who cleared 1st round were made to appear both Technical and Hr interview.
HR INTERVIEWA ladsy Hr interviwed me..She was a soft character and was so interactive.....
these were the Questions asked....
Why did i prefer MCA ...?
She asked me to tell one current hot topic.
She asked me to talk about the topic which i like the most for 3 mins.(i choosed ATTITUDE)
She asked me "Is Women rights necessary...?" and "Is Education necessary for women...?"
She asked me Which i like the most in myself and why....?
Finally she asked me whether i got any questions to ask....And i asked her about the training
process and whether they offer any final yr projects....
They announced the results by 7.30 pm... Out of 48 , 25 got placed...and im one among the lucky
25....
Friends please dont loose hope if u didnt get selected. This is my 9th interview and im so happy
that i got placed in one among the Top Companies. Confidence, positive attitude and trust in
GOD will surely help u to come up in life in flying colours....
my kind advice is PLEASE DO HAVE A LOOK AT THE PAPERS AND CANDIDATE
EXPERIENCE PROVIDED IN THIS WEBSITE BEFORE ATTENDING ANY COMPANY
INTERVIEW...
All the best.....Wish to meet u in I-FLEX.....

I-FLEX PAPER ON 10th MAY
Hi guys....its sanchit kapur from E.C.E Branch....i m selected in I-Flex solutions.....thanx to
freshersworld that i got an idea bout the pattern of the examination.
the paper contains 50 questions in all divided into 5 sections( +1 mark for each right answer and 0.25 for each wrong.)
Duration was 1 hour.and total of 6 sets......my set was 5th........total marks was 50 and cuttoff was
25 at our time (my score was 38,but my frnd secured 26 and he's also through)
1st section = Comprehension which contains 5 question on words comparison like if water:glass
then which of the foll. suits the most to the situation...they were EASy questions.
next 5 questions were from passage reading...they were VERY EASY.....
2nd section was data interpretation....R.S aggarwal (Quant) is sufficient for this section.they asked
questions on pie chart and bar graphs...
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3rd section was QUANT....no ned to worry bout this...it can be solved if u have good
concentration....questions were like
time b/w a-->b == 2 hrs
a-->c ==1.5 hrs...
b ==> ==3 hrs...
and some data was given...then we were asked 5 questions on the topic to solve...they r easy but
time consuming
next 5 questions were also very easy ,.......they can be solved on finger tips...
section 4 is of logical reasoning....
Question were very simple
questions on coding like if "like = qmfg" then "kiel" will be coded as ???? ANS=fmgq
rest questions on time and distance and clock angle.......
last section was of simple quant and R.S Aggarwal is suffiecient for this section....you just need to
manage your time.........
Late night the result was declared at 11:00 and by GOD's grace i cleared the written...we were
called for the technical and H.R interview the next day at 9:00 A.M...We had ppt for some hour
an so and we were reqiured to fill up an application blank and have to submit a copy of latest
resume....
At last i was called for technical interview at 9:30 P.M (after 12 long hours......).
the lady was very very nice ...she told me a bout herself and the product in which they deal...then
my interview started.....
Intr:Diff. b/w synchoronous and asynchoronous systems
Me:synchoronous uses clock and asynchoronous dont use clock...
Intr: What is micro processor....
Me:a clock drven multiprogrammable device......
Intr: Where have you done your training ?
Me:I gave each and every detail of my profile during training and convinced her that i learnt
something during my trainig.
then we just had some casuall talks regarding my family background and y i wanted to come onto
the IT industry....(i m a communication student)
H.R was simple...they just check your attitute and confidence...........just go in talk to them as if
they are your friend....
TIP:just be cool there they are just lookin for the ppl having confidence and ready to to do hard
work....
the result was declared on the college web site next morning at 9:30 and i was very happy to c my
name in the final list of 72 selected students.....
appeared = around 1000
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cleared writeen = 199
finally selected = 72.
All the best for your exams and hope to c u at i-flex........

I-FLEX PAPER ON 16th MAY AT BANGALORE
Hi friends,.....
I am from mechanical engineering background. I got into Iflex today. thx to those cool
interviewers. I will suggest you to know finance, banking very well before going to Interview.
Firstly there was aptitude test at 10PM. it was for 1 hour and had 50 questions with negative
marking( so be careful, answer only those you know). I attempted 42 and scored 30 (Sneaked
during HR interview!) It had same pattern as previous papers. Comprehension, data interpretation,
logical reasoning, numerical analysis. It was the easiest one compared to infy, TCS, merit track
papers.
After test we had PPT for 45 minutes. It ended at 12.30. Then they announced results at 1 pm. 65
got through. and i was 1 among them. then we had to fill up the application forms.
Then interview started at 2.00. technical interview was first. They called me in at 3.30. ALWAYS
REMEMBER "first impression is the best impression". So they were expecting you to knock the
door, ask permission. I was wearing cream shirt ,black pant and black shoes (thats d best formals
for any interview). Then i went in shook his hand and said " good afternoon ,sir"
Int: Tell me abt urself
Me: stammered a lot

Int: ur family background
Me: (i realized that i had skipped to tell about my family background, i dunno whether he was
listening to me or not coz he was writing down something)
Int: what r d subjects u r studying in this semester?
Me: ( i dunno what stuck my head,that was totally unexpected 1, i told only 2 subjects, i was
thinking god c'mmon which r the remaining, then suddenly someone came in and gave the
interviewer a cup of coffee. thx god for sending him in Perfect timing).
I was still coninuing to tell 1 by 1. i said MECHATRONICS at last)
Int: what did you studied in mechatronics ?
Me: sensors, transducers, actuactors, microprocessors sir
Int: where r those microprocessors used in real life?
Me: they are used in ECU's of automobiles, washing machines , refrigerators.sir
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Int: whats their role in refrigerators?
Me: ( surely, i dint know the correct answer,) sir there will be some some sensors in refrigerator
that will sense temperature inside the refrigerator, after sensing the temperature it will send the
info to microprocessor. microprocessor will compare it with desired temperature, if it is more or
less, then it will increase or decrease the temperature inside the refrigerator
Int: How? how microprocessor reduce temperature?
Me: (Hoof! how? I thought whatever i may tell,right or wrong, lemme tell confidently) sir,
microprocessor will reduce the voltage supplied to the cooler, so there will be less cooling and
obviously temperature inside the refrigerator will increase.
Int: solve this problem(he gave a sheet of paper, on it was this problem) 7 ltrs of water at 900c
and 3 ltrs of water at 600c are mixed and what will be the final temperature at steady state? ( he
then started to write comments on me on application form, i was acting like thinking, but actually
i was looking at the comments he was writing down, he wrote good attitude, good ???, fair verbal
skill)
Me:( i wrote V1T1=V2T2 ) around 75-80 sir.
Int: How?
Me: Coz water at 90c is more in quantity, so it doesn't reduce much.
Int: Wat if water at 60c is more?
Me: it will b come down to 65-70
Int: Wat if both r of same quantity?
Me: It will be around 70-75
Int: Ok,do u know C?
Me:s sir
Int: Where it is practically used?
Me: (remember I-flex provide solutions to banking domain only) sir, it can be used to find interest
and to program many other banking related problems
Int: calculate interest for Rs.10k for 9months @ 5% RI
Me: ( wrote down the formula SI=PTR/100, and solved it)
Int: If u r given to program a banking software, what r d things u r going to collect from customer?
Me: Told abt interest rate, period, principal amount
Int: Dont u ask his name first?
Me: (both laughed)s sir, i will ask his DOB, place, nationality, age, occupation. they are all
primary things
Int:: Do u have any questions?
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Me: Asked him abt training
Then was HR round and lasted only for few seconds. The guy who gave PPT took me HR. He
had said that we are looking for enthusiastic candidates during d PPT. when he called me out, i
went in and he asked me to be seated. This is the time that i saw my aptitude test paper. Always
keep a smile in HR interview. He came back n started seeing my application form
Int: y is it ur marks decreasing?
Me: I tried my level best sir...but....
Int: (angrily) c, dont give such answers yaar
Me: (dint say anything kept smiling)
Int: Whats d difference between C n C++ ?
Me: explained
Int: any questions?
Me: (thats it?) ah .. s... sir.. again asked d dame question ant training and dragged it.
Int: explained n said improve ur presentation skill,
Me: I will certainly do sir. when r u going to announce d results, sir?
Int: I will call you (!!!) or i will inform placement officer, it was very nice talking to you, thx
Finally results were announced at 6pm, only 10 got through!

iFlex Paper on 21st may,2004
Question will be in three parts
1st part- 40 qns
2nd part- 30 qns
3rd part - 20 qns
There are 5 choices in each qn- 1 2 3 4 5
Here is the qn of arithmetic which are not in order.
1. square root(x)/3 = 243/x value of x ???? ans. 81
2. qn from loss and gain what is the net profit
????? ans. 25 percent
3.if + sign is represented as /, - as *(into,not
power do not confuse) ,
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* as - and / as + then what will be the value of
(480+20*20)-16 /12 ???
ans. 76
4. which of the following will come next in the
series
IAR, GET , EIV , COX ans. AUZ
5. B is in DOUBT in the same way H is in
choices.... HOPE , HOUSE , HONEST , INHIBIT ans.
HOUSE(confirm it i am not sure)
6. if P+Q represents P is the sister of Q, P-Q
represents P is the father of Q and P*Q represents P
is the brother
of Q then which will represent K is the aunt of N
ans. K+Q-M*N
7.In a class puspa ranks 8th from top and 28th from
bottom.how many students are there in the class?????
ans. 35
8. 23 percent of a no is 230, 4/23rd of the number
is ?????? ans.none of these
9. sum of a number and its one third = 60, 4/5th of
the number is ????? ans. 36
10.if A to Z is written in the reverse order which
is the 5th letter to the right of the 11th letter
from the left????
ans . K
11.In a rectangle length = twice that of breadth ,
cost of grounding is 60 rupees per meter,total cost
is 3600/what is the length in meter???????? ans. 20
12.qn on sequences
which will come next??
11 13 17 23 31 ? 53 67 ans. 41
13. 18 27 64 125 ? 343 512 ans. 216
14. 2 3 10 15 26 ? 50 63 ans.please find out
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15. 0 2 10 30 68 ? - - (cannot recall) please find out
16.if simon is taller than A, A is shorter then
gayatri, sharat is taller then............ ans.
gayatri
17. If a 100m train crosses a platform of 75m in 7.5
secs,another train of 120m coming opposite,
how much time it takes the first train to cross the
second one .. ans. none of these
18. Telegram system, 1st 15 words in x rupees,next
per letter in y rupees, if z > 15 what
is the total cost of c??????? ans. x+(z-15)*y

19.
-------------------------------another st line cuts this in two angles, one is
4x+36 degs and another is y degs , what is the value
of x?????
ans. (144-y)/4
20. If 6 is preceded by 8 but not followed by 9
immediately,how many..................... ans. 2
21.in the letter PREDILECTION ,1st and 3rd is
swapped,so is 2nd and 4th,5th and 7th,6th and 8th
what
will be 8th letter from left??????? ans. L
22.If rup ho la represents anand is fat
cup wir ho represents mina is tall
la dup mil represents boys are fat
and wir lar nap represents tall and fat
what reprens mina ?????? ans. cup
23.If SINDHU is written as VIEOJT,SURESH is written
as?????? ans.none of these
24.if hit-----> one rupee gain and miss--------> one
rupee loss,one can try 100 times,he got total 30/-,
how many hit?????????? ans. 65
25.In a circle, G is to the left of M , V is to the
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right of M,R is to the right of V ,A is to the right
of R ,G is to the
right of A and M is to the right of G, swap the
position of G and R,V and A then who will be to the
left of M
Ans. R
26.there was a histogram qn. given the capitals of 5
companies for the academic year 1995-2000,find out
a> which company will increase its capital
consistently???
b> Average capital in the yr 1998?????
c> average of company 2nd?????
d> which company increases its capital by 10% at
1998 from that of 1995
data were 42.0 in 1995 and 46.20 in 1998 this
company is the correct answer.....
e> what is the max. o/p in a yr,ans.. try to sum all
the cols and find the max.
this were easy,i can not remeber u have to do it
fast.
27. there was a qn on flowchart,which was easy, i
can not recall exactly.
28. in english u have to find out errors in 5
fragments of a sentence (GRE pattrn) which were easy,
4 qns , and fill in the blanks which were extremely
difficult(4 qns) read Barron's guide
also there was a long passage which attempt at
last,this was in qn no from 16-20,if it is answer of
18 is choice 2,
19 is 2 and that of 20 is 3
Note: iFlex usually asks GRE type question. so prepare for that.
Once the time for the sec 1 is completed you cannot go back.
You will have to start the next section and simillarly the 3 rd sec.
Each q carries 1 mark and 1 mark is deducted for every 4 wrong questions
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iFlex Paper Pattern Generated some of the questions :
It contains Group A and group B.
group B is pshychometry and try to attempt it only after completing the
group A. unless group A is completed don't try to go for group B since it
will have very less weightage.
In group A again u will have sections like
1.quantitative
2.Arrange the sentance properly and find the fifth word
3. Figures (visible test)
4. some cartoons will be there. u have to arrange them in proper order so
that u will generate one story.
5. synonoms

group A:
If you attempt them without solving you can solve the other questions so
dont look at these questions there and just mark them blindly.

Two ladders are of same lenght.
they are kept inclined to two opposite walls
distance of point of cantact of top of ladder to ground is 18, 24 inch
respectively find the length of ladder from 4 options
only one answer was more than 24 mark it around 26...

A person buy the 6, 1 Rs stamps and 7, 50 paisa stamps he has given 12
Rs how much he will get back.
ans 2.5 rs

ans were near 16.45 or 19.002 something like that,
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Electricity - gas =100
then Jack -Jill = ?
ans a) 0 b) 25 c) ,............?
Democratic = 108

there is a right angled isoceles triangle area given find hypoteneous.
ans 10 root 2
a man is running around a rectangle it takes time 2 time in travelling
lenth than travelling width total perimeter = 300
find area
ans 5000

Q
A coal is fed in the tunnel [ 6 ton of cole] 1 ton of cole = 35 cubic
feet given cross section [ rectangular duct] it req to find height.

Some 8 figures were given in that you have to identify the missing thing
in the diagram

dig 1 : INDIA MAP missing ans : gujrat
2
3 Coat button or pocket
Sunrise birds or shadow [or look it carefully ]
Girl eyebrows
chashme ki dandi gayab thi shayad ek figure me
fig 4 girl standing her thumb was missing

Series
0 6 24 60 120 210 ... ...... two next terms ans 310 wala
shayad solve kar ke dekh

reasoning :
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This is not that. that is not there
ans c
boys are not girl . Jill is not a girl
ams Jill is not a girl.

Price of cotton today is 50 corore what will it be after 100 years
ans c) unknown

A man
If x ranges from 2 to 3 y ranges from 7 to 8 then which value is max
a) y*y * x other option i dont know
Q 2 is what percent of 4t
Q there are 140,0000 pencils out of which 80 % of pencils have average
length of 5 inch what will be the total lenght if they are kept one over
another what will be the distance in miles
there are 4 soldiers 1 2 3 4
1 moves 3 steps ahead
2 moves 1 or 2 step backward
3 moves .. steps
4 moves 4 step backward
what will be the final position between one and 4 ans 5 steps

verbal : DUPE remember its synonyms antonyms
Factitious
mitigate
callous or calloc aisa hi kuch tha sare GRE me se related dekh
lena

a person left house with speed 40 mile per hour
his wife after 30 minutes leaft to catch him at a speed of 50
in what time she will catch.
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Q A waiter get 15 Rs including tip of one Rs per week { carefully
read the wordings whether to add or substract 1 Rs ]
ans calcutlate it ans 8 or 8.5 .

Q ;One person meet his friend on 12:30 then on 1:20 on second day on
third day
ans) 5:50

there were figures in which you have to fit certain boxes i will send
later on in Xfig.

some questions on arranging the sequence of give figures.

[Part 3, "" Text 110 lines]
[Unable to print this part]
COSL
*********************
INSTRUCTIONS :
1. THERE ARE 2 SECTIONS A and B. SECTION A CONTAINS 69 QUESTIONS AND
SECTION B CONTAINS 8 + 28 = 36 QUESTIONS.
2. TIME = 30 MIN. (THEY HAVE GIVEN HERE 10 MIN EXTRA DURING TEST HENCE
TOTAL TIME WE GOT IS 40 MIN.)
3. SECTION B IS PHYCHOMETRIC TEST.

SECTION A
>
1. a man purchased 6 stamps of rupees 1 and seven stamps of 50 paise. he
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paid Rs. 12. how much change he got back ? Ans. 2.50 Rs
2. REPUBLICAN = 108 so DEMOCRATE = ? (it is diffcult. i made guess on 84 )
3. if ELECTRICITY - GAS =100
then JACK - JILL = ?
4. 8 man work for 6 days to complete a work. How many men are required to
complete same work in 1/2 day. Ans. 96 men.
5. A man drives at a speed of 40 miles/hr. His wife left 30 mins. late
with 50 miles/hr speed. when will they meet ? Ans. 2 hours
6. A farmer walks at constant speed on the perimeter of his rectangular
field. it takes him twice the time to cover longer side than shorter side.
if he walks total 300 m . then find out the area of field? Ans. 5000 sq.m
7. 2 is what % of 4t ? ( answer is 50/t. But there was no such choice is
answers. so you can tick at either 50t or t/50 )
8. Find the hypotaneous of a right angle isoceles tringle whose area is
50. Ans. 10*(root 2)
9. (root 200) - (root 50) =?
Ans. 5*(root2)
10. Boys are not girls. Jill is a girl. SO
Ans. Jill is a girl.
11. Exercise is good for health. My health is in my hand. So
Ans. Exercise for good health is in my hand.
12. Factorize y**2 + 8y - 48 =0
Ans. (y+12) (y-4)
13. 1,40,00,000 pencils are put up straight. all the pencils are of length
range 3 to 6 inches. 80% of the pencils have average of five inches. so
the find out the total length spanned by the penciles.
Ans. 1000 to 1500 miles.
14. If a ball falls from 16 feet takes 4 seconds. How much time it will
take when falls fron 64 feets. Ans. less than 16 seconds.
15. One question was based on Binomial theorem. so you just learn the
formula of this theorem.
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16. There were some questions on series :
21, 463, 687, 238, 1134, ---- Ans. 297
0, 6, 24, 120, 210, ---, ---( Here is one advice that don't waste time on these series questions.
Becos there are other easy questions in paper. and time is very less. )
17. There were 7 or 8 questions on word meanings. these were the only
questions in the paper who have more than one answer. Read instruction
given before these questions carefully.
words are as follows :
(18) Facetitous
(19) Callous
(20) Mitigate
(21) Dupe
(22) Accord
(23) Dogmatic
There were 8 questions in the paper based on pictures. 8 pictures were
shown in which something was missing in each picture. you have to find out
what is missing among 20 choices.
Answer : PICTURE MISSING
24. India map Gujrat
25. Woman with specs. Nose bridge
26. Shirt Button
27. Tree Twig
28. Sun Birds or Shadow
29. woman and child foot prints
30. side face eyebrows
31. Girl -----?
32. There were 4 questions on series of pictures in order to make a story.
you will get understand when you will see these.
33. 6 questions were on block filling. these are easy questions. you
should attempt it.

iflex paper Jun-04
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Test-1: (40 mark; 30 minutes)
1: One person says ‘his only daughter is my son’s
mother ’, what is the relationship between 1st &2nd
person. Ans ;(son –in –law)
2: Alphabet ‘A’ to ‘Z’. If we arrange in reverse order
(Z to A)then which letter will be in the 5th position
towards right ,taken from 11th better from left. Ans
(k)

3: 5persons ; Vijay , Gopal, Abdul,Majid, Suresh,
sitting in a round table . Two of them are
interchanging their position . Problem is very easy.

4: ‘+’ is replaced by ‘*’; ‘-‘ is replaced by ‘%’ ;
‘*’is replaced by ‘-‘ ; &’%’ is replaced by ‘+’; One
equation is given. Ans (not sure)

syllogism problem. (logical reasoning)

9: ‘P+Q’ here if ‘P’ is father , then ‘Q’is daughter
------- ‘P-Q’---------- so on
Ans : (can’t determined)

10:Coding –decoding problem. Ans : (cup)

11: Birthday problem. Ans : (16th day)

12: Directional problem. Ans : (25)
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13: Problem related to height of 5 persons who will be
at the middle? Ans : (G)

(14-18): ‘+’ is replaced by ‘*’; ‘-‘ is replaced by
‘&’ -------- such type problem.

19: One ans is (101/3)

20: ‘P’ is product cost; Q is sale price. Express
profit . Ans : { (Q-P)$P}*100

(21-25): Five persons ; A,B, C, D,E: out of them 2 are
ladies. ‘A’ earns more than the engineers. ‘A’ marries
with C’s sister . Out of five two are unemployed . One
is engineer , one is store keeper , one is sales
representative. Representative earns least
& only child of his/her parents . ‘E’ is brother of
‘C’. & not store keeper nor representative. No lady is
employed in engineering &stores. ‘D’ is unemployed
&unmarried .There is a couple of which ‘B’ is husband.
Ans : (do it yourself)

Who marries with ‘B’ ? Ans : ( C)
Who works in stores ? Ans : (A)
Who is the sales representative ? Ans : (B)
Who is engineer ? Ans: (E)
Who earns highest money ? Ans : (A)

26: ‘N’ is a odd number then the square root of [ n2 +
(n+2)2 + (n+4)2 ]------- how can be expressed ? Ans :
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sqrt[{ sq(n)*sq(n*2)*sq(n*4)}$3]

Test-2
(1) **/243=3/* [ans:-81]
(2) 6 7 12 8 9………………………how many 6 is preceded by 8 and
immediately follwed by 9. ans:- -2
(3-7) seris :(3) 1,8,27,64,125,? Ans :- -216
3,5,7,13,11,21,15,? Ans:- 29
1,2,3,6,5,10,? Ans:- 7
(6)
(7)23% of a number is 230 what will be 4/23 th of the
numbers ans :- 4000/23.
(9-13) chart:-there are 5 qp such as – in which year
total enrollment is 20% incrased than the previous
year (very easy problem)
(14)for 15 copies value is x .but copies after is
increased to a new value y per copy.now z is greater
than 15 so what will be cost of z . ans- (x+(z-15)y)
test-3
(1-5) sentence correction .
(6-10) sentence completion (barrons’S guide)
(11-20) comprehention test…

Iflex Placement Paper
Total 90 ques,answered in 65 minutes,
Test-I of 30 minutes(40 questions)
Test-II of 20 mins (30 questions)
Test-III of 15mins (20 questions) minutes
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1.

The following alphabets written in the reverse order which will be the fifth letter

to the right of the eleventh letter
from the left ? A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
1)J 2) K 3)L 4)P 5) U ans : 2 i.e K
2.

if P+Q means 'P is the sister of Q ','P - Q means 'P is the father of Q','P x Q'

means 'P is the brother of
Q',which of the following means 'K is the aunt of N' ? 2. K + L - M x N 2) K-L+MxN 3) K
x L -M +N 4)K-Lx M +N 5) none as there is no symbol for aunt . ans : 1
3.

If the word code SINDHU is written as VIEOJT ,how is SURESH is written

Ans : ITFSVT(3rd option)
4.

Which will come in the next in the series IAR GET EIV COX

Ans : AUZ(4th option)
5.

Hitting the target

Ans : 65(3rd option)
6.

+ means divide , - means multiply, x means minus, / means plus , what is the

output (480+20x20)-16/12 = ?
ANS : 76(1st optin )
7.

Gopal, Madhav, raju, ………….. like this Ans : raju(2nd option)

8.

Anand , meena, cup, la' dup mil ………….like this Ans : cup(5)

9.

Word is PREDILECTION 1ST & 3RD letter is changed, 2nd & 4th, 5th & 7th ,

similarly changed what is at 8th
letter counted from left.
Ans : L(2)
10.

'b' is in Doubt in the same way as 'h' is in

1) inhibit 2) house 3)enhance 4) hope 5) honest
Ans : honest(5)

Iflex Sample Questions

1.

Square root(x)/3 = 243/x value of x ???? ans. 81
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2.

Qn from loss and gain what is the net profit????? ans. 25 percent

3.

If + sign is represented as /, - as *(into,not power do not confuse) , * as - and / as

+ then what will be the value of (480+20*20)-16 /12 ??? ans. 76
4.

Which of the following will come next in the series IAR, GET , EIV , COX ans.

AUZ
5.

B is in DOUBT in the same way H is in choices.... HOPE , HOUSE , HONEST ,

INHIBIT ans. HOUSE(confirm it i am not sure)
6.

I P+Q represents P is the sister of Q, P-Q represents P is the father of Q and P*Q

represents P is the brother of Q then which will represent K is the aunt of N ans. K+QM*N
In a class puspa ranks 8th from top and 28th from bottom.how many students are

7.

there in the class????? ans. 35
8.

23 percent of a no is 230, 4/23rd of the number is ?????? ans.none of these

9.

Sum of a number and its one third = 60, 4/5th of the number is ????? ans. 36

10.

If A to Z is written in the reverse order which is the 5th letter to the right of the

11th letter from the left????
ans . K
11.

In a rectangle length = twice that of breadth , cost of grounding is 60 rupees per

meter,total cost is 3600/what is the length in meter???????? ans. 20
12.

Qn on sequences which will come next?? 11 13 17 23 31 ? 53 67 ans. 41

13.

18 27 64 125 ? 343 512 ans. 216 14. 2 3 10 15 26 ? 50 63 ans.please find out

14.

0 2 10 30 68 ? - - (cannot recall) please find out

15.

If simon is taller than A, A is shorter then gayatri, sharat is taller then............

ans.gayatri
16.

If a 100m train crosses a platform of 75m in 7.5 secs,another train of 120m

coming opposite, how much time it takes the first train to cross the second one .. ans. none
of these
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17.

Telegram system, 1st 15 words in x rupees,next per letter in y rupees, if z >15

what is the total cost ofc???????
ans. x+(z-15)*y
18.

Another st line cuts this in two angles, one is 4x+36 degs and another is y degs ,

what is the value of x?????
ans. (144-y)/4
19.

If 6 is preceded by 8 but not followed by 9 immediately,how many.....................

ans. 2
20.

In the letter PREDILECTION ,1st and 3rd is swapped,so is 2nd and 4th,5th and

7th,6th and 8th what will be 8th letter from left??????? ans. L
21.

If rup ho la represents anand is fat cup wir ho represents mina is tall la dup mil

represents boys are fat and wir lar nap represents tall and fat what reprens mina ?????? ans.
cup
22.

If SINDHU is written as VIEOJT,SURESH is written as?????? ans.none of these

23.

If hit-----> one rupee gain and miss--------> one rupee loss,one can try 100

times,he got total 30/-, how many hit?????????? ans. 65
24.

In a circle, G is to the left of M , V is to the right of M,R is to the right of V ,A is

to the right of R ,G is to the right of A and M is to the right of G, swap the position of G
and R,V and A then who will be to the left of M
Ans. R
25.

There was a histogram qn. given the capitals of 5 companies for the academic year

1995-2000,find out
a. which company will increase its capital consistently???
b. Average capital in the yr 1998?????
c. average of company 2nd?????
d. which company increases its capital by 10% at 1998 from that of 1995 data were 42.0
in 1995 and 46.20 in 1998 this company is the correct answer.....
e. what is the max. o/p in a yr,ans.. try to sum all the cols and find the max. this were
easy,i can not remeber u have to do it fast.
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26.

There was a qn on flowchart,which was easy, i can not recall exactly.

I-FLEX PAPER ON 10th MAY
Hi guys....its sanchit kapur from E.C.E Branch....i m selected in I-Flex solutions.....thanx to
freshersworld that i got an idea bout the pattern of the examination.
the paper contains 50 questions in all divided into 5 sections( +1 mark for each right answer and 0.25 for each wrong.)
Duration was 1 hour.and total of 6 sets......my set was 5th........total marks was 50 and cuttoff was
25 at our time (my score was 38,but my frnd secured 26 and he's also through)
1st section = Comprehension which contains 5 question on words comparison like if water:glass
then which of the foll. suits the most to the situation...they were EASy questions.
next 5 questions were from passage reading...they were VERY EASY.....
2nd section was data interpretation....R.S aggarwal (Quant) is sufficient for this section.they
asked questions on pie chart and bar graphs...
3rd section was QUANT....no ned to worry bout this...it can be solved if u have good
concentration....questions were like
time b/w a-->b == 2 hrs
a-->c ==1.5 hrs...
b ==> ==3 hrs...
and some data was given...then we were asked 5 questions on the topic to solve...they r easy but
time consuming
next 5 questions were also very easy ,.......they can be solved on finger tips...
section 4 is of logical reasoning....
Question were very simple
questions on coding like if "like = qmfg" then "kiel" will be coded as ???? ANS=fmgq
rest questions on time and distance and clock angle.......
last section was of simple quant and R.S Aggarwal is suffiecient for this section....you just need
to manage your time.........
Late night the result was declared at 11:00 and by GOD's grace i cleared the written...we were
called for the technical and H.R interview the next day at 9:00 A.M...We had ppt for some hour
an so and we were reqiured to fill up an application blank and have to submit a copy of latest
resume....
At last i was called for technical interview at 9:30 P.M (after 12 long hours......).
the lady was very very nice ...she told me a bout herself and the product in which they deal...then
my interview started.....
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intr:diff. b/w synchoronous and asynchoronous systems
me:synchoronous uses clock and asynchoronous dont use clock...
intr: what is micro processor....
me:a clock drven multiprogrammable device......
intr: where have you done your training ?
me:i gave each and every detail of my profile during training and convinced her that i learnt
something during my trainig.
then we just had some casuall talks regarding my family background and y i wanted to come onto
the IT industry....(i m a communication student)
H.R was simple...they just check your attitute and confidence...........just go in talk to them as if
they are your friend....
TIP:just be cool there they are just lookin for the ppl having confidence and ready to to do hard
work....
the result was declared on the college web site next morning at 9:30 and i was very happy to c my
name in the final list of 72 selected students.....
appeared = around 1000
cleared writeen = 199
finally selected = 72.
All the best for your exams and hope to c u at i-flex........

I-FLEX PAPER ON 1st MAY AT JAIPUR
Hi friends,
I-flex was there in SKIT JAIPUR on May 1, 2007 for 2008 batch campus.
There was three rounds in selection process:1 Aptitude
2 Technical interview
3 HR interview
1. The aptitude was of 60min with 50 questions to solve.
There was one mark for the correct one & -0.25 for wrong one..
This is a big elimination round…….
I think the cutoff was about 39marks..
Only 95 were selected out of 1500 students.
The whole paper was divided in five sections but there is no sectional cutoff….
First section was of English & passage like easy stuff.
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Second section was of graphs & pie chart which is only section that was little bit time
consuming & complex.
Third section was of data sufficiency like stuff and easy…..
Fourth section was mathematical & very easy to solve…
Fifth section was of LR & one question on puzzle the simple one…….
2. The short listed candidates then undergone the Technical interview…
That is the main decisive round in the process….
My technical interview was gone for about 35min. & it can be more.
They ask me about my C,C++ knowledge some basics & tricky once.
I spend most of the time in DBMS after he ask me for my favorite subject…
Some questions from Java also…(As I am a CS student)
For non CS student they just ask C & one subject to your choice….
Out of 95 students only 52 passed the Technical And I am the one..
3. the HR interview was just a easy one & goes for only 4-5min
the questions were :Family background (They have noted it)
Future plan
Last interview faced
What u do in free time?
The results declared on the next day and I am the one in the selected candidates list… Thanks to
god…….
Final stats 1500 appeared for aptitude 95 cleared then 52 cleared in technical & finally 41
candidates are selected……..
I-FLEX PAPER ON 15th APRIL AT WEST BENGAL
Hi!!!!!! I’m Sagnik, from Netaji Subhash Engg. College- Garia (KOLKATA)…First of all I want
thank all the people who uploaded there
experiences in this website which has helped me a lot.
I attended the POOL campus recruitment process of I-FLEX, on 15th April 2007 in AOT
(Academy of Technology, Adisaptogram) ………
We have our reporting time at 10:00 a.m. But alike any other pool campusings nothing went
according to the schedule…
After 2 hours at 12:00 we were called in for the aptitude test. At last the test was started at 12:20
p.m….
Total 50 questions were there. ( +1 mark for each right answer and -0.25 for each wrong.)
Duration was 1 hour……
The APTI paper consisted of 5 sections with 10 questions in each.
1. ENGLISH TEST.
2. DATA INTERPRITATION.
3. CODING-DECODING & SERIES.
4. CONCLUSION DRAWING & LOGICAL REASONING.
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5. QUANTITIVE APTITUDE.
1. ENGLISH TEST
4 questions were from analogy and 6 were from reading comprehension. This section was
tough. To answer this section completely one needs to
have depth in English. So, it was not my cup of teaJ… I attempted only 5. (Because –ve marking
was there.)
2. DATA INTERPRETATION
2 tables were given on the basis of them 10 questions (5 for each) were there. They were tricky
for sure but at the same time not to tough. I did
9 of them and was sure that they were going to fetch me 9 marks. So, this section gave me a extra
bit of oxygen after that mess is the English
part. Practicing from R.S.Agarwal Quantitive Aptitude book helped me.
3. CODING-DECODING & SERIES
This part was easy and I correctly answered 10 of them…. For this part R.S.Agarwal Verbalnonverbal book is enough…..
eg: (It is not the exact one but of same type)
Q. If the word CAPTAIN is coded like NCNVYKC then what is the code for OBSCURE?
Q. 1 7 8 9 6 4 5 6 3 2 7 3 92 99 4 66 36 33 5 664 737 20.
How many even numbers are immediately following another even number?
How many even nos. are immediately followed by 2 even nos.?
4. CONCLUSION DRAWING & LOGICAL REASONING
I didn’t even read the conclusion drawing questions because time was running out. I solved only
2 logical reasoning (2 small ones) and moved on
to the next section, as there was no sectional cut-off.
5. QUANTITIVE APTITUDE.
It was almost 1:10 p.m when I touched this section. I managed to solve only 5 before time ended.
This
part
consisted
of
problems
from
Percentage, Ratio and Proportion, Profit-loss etc.
After that I took a calculated risk and in the last minute I marked almost 4-5 questions about
which
I
was
not
so
sure,
thinking
if
luck
helps
me
then it will get me 4-5 marks. But it was too risky so, it will be better if you people don’t try it…..
You
don’t
need
to
answer
them
all.
Try
to
answer at least 30-35 questions and believe me that’s enough. The cut-off generally stays around
25 depending on the level of compitition.
At around 4:30 our result was out….. Among total 3500+ candidates from 41 engg. colleges
of
West
Bengal
178
was
selected.
And
I
was
lucky enough to be one of them. We were called in to fill-up the H.R form and attend the ppt. In
the
H.R
form
some
topics
were
like:
1.
Frank
assessment
of
yourself.
2.
Your
achievements.
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3.
Long-term
and
short-term
goals.
4. What do you seek from a job.
And a few more. After this form fill-up we had to wait long before the ppt atlast started at 7:45
p.m.
I
didn’t
listen
to
anything
because
by
then
I
had no energy left in me. So, that’s all for 15th….
We had our technical & HR interviews on 18-04-07. After a long wait again, I was called in for
the Technical round at around 2:00 p.m.
TECHNICAL INTERVIEW:
It was an easy going one. At first he asked me to introduce myself then to tell something about IFLEX. I told him everything I’ve learned from
Internet about I-flex. He was impressed by my answers and asked me to solve 4 problems of
quantitive aptitude. I was able to answer only the
first 3 as the last one was a problem on infinite G.P series and I’ve forgotten all those formulas.
So, he gave me another one from A.P series and
said, “ It’s your last chance!!!!!!!!”…. Thank god, at that point I was able recall some formulas of
A.P and eventually to solve that problem and
grab the ‘last chance’. He was very happy to see that I solved that and asked me to wait outside
for the HR round. So, at that point it was clear
to me that I’ve cleared the tech round because only those people were asked to wait who cleared
the tech interview.
H.R ROUND:
Within 5 minutes I went to give the HR. The lady HR was cool.
Intvr: Have you got your lunch ?
Me: No, mam.
Intvr: Why? It almost 3:00 p.m.(With a smile)
Me: Actually I thought to have it after the interview.
Intvr: Have you got any energy left in you, after this long hours? .( Again with a smile)
Me: Yes, a bit. (Now I gave a smile too!)
Intvr: Do you have any breaks in your studies?
Me: No, mam.
Intvr: Ok, then introduce yourself.
Me: answered and impressed her.
Intvr: Now tell me what do you know about I-FLEX.
Me: answered and impressed her.
Intvr: Tell me something about your family and school life.
Me: Answered. (It is always good to feel proud when talking about parents, so, I did. And she
again appreciated my answer.)
Intvr: What are your short-term goal & long-term goal.
Me: I told my short-term goal but I forgot what I’ve prepared as long-term goal. So, after telling
my short-term goal I started like ‘life is very
dynamic, so in this fast changing life I don’t like to set-up long-term goals; I setup short-term
ones and by achieving them I want to go up the
professional ladder. And I’m also a believer of slow but steady growth ’.
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Intvr: Hmmm!!!!!!! That’s very good. So, what camera do you have? (Because I’ve written in the
HR form that my hobby is
Photography.)
Me: Nikon F; a 1965 model.
Intvr: What kind of pictures you like to take?
Me: I like to click silhouettes. And when I’ll visit Agra I’ll surely take a silhouette of Taj Mahal. J
Intvr: (She again smiled and tilted her head in appreciation) Do you like music?
Me: Yes mam!!! My favorite band is ‘Poets of the Fall.’
Intvr: What song do you like most?
Me : ‘Carnival of Rust’.
Intvr:J That’s impressive.
Intvr: Do you believe in god?
Me: (With a smile) My mother is my goddess and I believe her.
Intvr: (She was actually amazed by my answer) So, you love your mom?
Me: Yes!!!!! mam.J
Intvr: Whats the meaning of tour name?
Me: Answered.
Intvr: Do you like to travel?
Me: Yes!!!!! I do.
Intvr: Do you have any problem in getting relocated?
Me: No!!! mam.(Now at this point I was getting the wind that I’m selected.)
Intvr: So, that’s all for the day. Hope to see you soon again.
Me:J Thank you mam!!!!! For interviewing me….
Intvr: Have a nice day!!!!!!!!!!!
At last at 6:45 p.m. our result got declared & by Almighty’s unlimited grace I was selected. Total
52 people were selected from 178, who
cleared the apti.
So, all you people who are still waiting to be recruited; keep your cool because it is the greatest
test of patience. Don’t worry about your those
friends who got placed on the very first day. They had luck and you didn’t. And your days will
come soon. Always believe that “HE
CONQURES, WHO ENDURES.” So, keep your fingers crossed, keep practicing (although it
feels very boring to brush up the same thing again
and again) and lets hope for the best!!!!!!!!!!

I-FLEX PAPER ON 2nd APRIL
I attended "i-flex solutions ltd." off-campus interview on the 2nd of April 2007
Round 1: Aptitude Test
Round 2: Technical (Personal Interview)
Round 3: Human resourse (Personal Interview)
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Apptitude test
Technical interview was on 2nd April 2007

The paper is not so tough........... So there's no need to worry. The questions are not so complex!
They are direct and easily approachable.
Pattern:
Total Questions = 50 qs.
Total Time given = 60 mins.
Mark Distribution: All questions carry 1 mark.
Correct Answers = +1 mark
Wrong Answers = -0.25 marks
The paper is divided into 5 sections of 10 questions each.
Analytical reasoning, logical reasoning and Data Interpretations were the questions there.
Questions on english language skills were more.
Puzzles were not asked.
I don't remember all the questions, Some of them are given below.
Questions:
1-4. Find the pair which suits the best.
One of which i remember, I've given below
Q. Circuitous: Route
a. dumbfound: Astonishment
b. problem: solution and so on
5-8. Choose the best pair:
Here a sentence was given with two blank spaces. We have to find the best pair which fits into the
sentence.
10-15. comprehension questions were asked
15-20. Data interpretation
21. A reasoning question was asked
22-24. A sentence was given, and one from a set of 4 solutions was asked to be opted, which
gives the best solution or gives the correct meaning of the paragraph.
25-30. Data interpretation
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Here a table was given, and in it few data were missing. Keeping all other information in mind,
we were asked to choose the correct answer for the given questions.( Not so tough )
30-35. Another data interpretation question was asked.
Here the questions were easy. Be sure of the table given, because at first in tension I did not see
the term 'total' below, so i considered it also to be a data and took it into calculation. Later i found
that one out. But it was a waste of time. Even a single second counts!!!!
35-40.Verbal Reasoning questions were asked
This included questions like this. Some of which i remember are given below.
Q. All yyyy were swimmers;
All swimmers wear swim suits;
Sally wears swim suit;
Solns:
a. Sally does not know swimming
b. Sally is a swimmer
c. Sally is a yyyy
d. Data insufficient
Q. Data coding was asked.
eg. if PRATAP can be coded as 736467 and MILAN was coded as 98561, how can PLANT be
coded? (This was not the question, but the type is the same)
40-50. Only Analytical Questions
Some of them are:
Q1. The square of a two digit number is divided by half the number, and 36 is added to the
quotient. The sum is then divided by 2. The digits of the resulting number are the same as the
number, but inreverse order. The digits in the tens place of the original number is twice the
difference between the digits.which of the following could be the number?
a.64 b.36 c. 46 d. None of these
Q2. If a boat moves upstream with the speed of the boat as X and the speed of the stream is Y,
what is the time taken by the boat to go upstream a distance of 90 kms and come back? (I'm not
sure of the values of the speed of boat and stream ie., I dont remember the value of X and Y).
Q3. Auestion on sensex was asked.
I dont remember the rest of the questions!
Tips to attend effeciently:
1. Start-off with a word of prayer (This will increase the confidence level for sure)
2. Start attending questions of English Language skills and then logical or analytical
reasoning.(This will accelerate your speed of problem as they would be easier. You can feel it!).
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3. First read the question which you are going to attend fully. Don't write down the given data
before reading the question fully. This is because, most of them would be easier than you think
they are to be! The last portion of the question may have a hint to solve the question directly. For
example see Q1 in "40 - 50" .
4. When you feel a question is tough (even if they are not, but if you feel just on seeing ) move on
to the next question. Don't waste time in a single question. THIS THE MISTAKE ALMOST
EVERYONE WOULD DO. ( It may be even you! )
5. Don't hesitate to take risks. Even that counts! But be atleast 60% sure about it.
6. Attend atleast 40 - 45 questions. Don't go more than that. This would show that you are too
confident on things which are not correct. These are for questions which have a chance of below
40% for being correct. Or it would show that you have copied or made a guess!
7. Look at your watch occasionally to be sure that you are not going beyond time for certain
number of questions.
Frequent time-watching would increae tension level. So be careful.
8. Please don't try to attempt any mal-practice. There are different codes of question papers (even
choices may differ). Further the i-flex officials will be on rounds. This is for sure. They caught
about 36 students for copying in our center. This may lead to consequences even upto
disqualification for ever (in case if you would like to attend i-flex again).
9. Ifyou have time left out go for the questions you were doubtful and not for the questions that
you did not get answer.(But there will not be time for that. Fortunately I had about 20 seconds left
before handing over the paper)
10. Finally when you close your paper, finish it with a word of prayer.
My Experience:
I started with prayer. This boosted my confidence level. Then I started the question in English
section. This increased my speed and gave me enough time to attend the other questions. I left
questions which were longer the first time and came back for them later. Those questions which I
thought to be difficult , I did not even read them fully. "A WISE CORRECTS HIMSELF FROM
OTHERS MISTAKES"
Be careful that you don't make such mistakes.
Personal Interviews: Technical Interview:
1. Questions were from one programming language (For non-IT and non-CSE students it will be
C or what you have mentioned in your Resume).
2. Then questions from that branch or department will be asked (would be almost from the basics).
3. Also sometimes your strengths or field of interests would be asked (From your subjects).
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Human Resourse:
1. Questions will be general as you have a technical round before it. Questions will be as * About
yourself *Why do you wish to enter banking or IT field* Future plans* Why should I hire you*
Why do you wish to become an engineer* What do you expect from i-flex*What do you like in
yourself
2. Questions from your resume will be asked. You will be asked to explain the objective or aim
that you have written in the Resume.
I with my friends were waiting from 7.30AM. We were called at 7.30PM for the first interview
and then at 8.30 for the next interview. We were waiting for the results until 11.00PM. Then they
came out and they read out the results.
By God's abundant, bountiful and extravagant grace, I got thru!!!
We were four friends there. And all of us got through! The most heart-pumping moment was
when they announced the results. One by one of us were called at constant intervals. .waiting for
the Offer Letter!!!!
Well for you who see this, take care not to miss the chance of getting thru if you have cleared the
aptitude test.

I-FLEX PAPER ON 26th MARCH AT DELHI
Hi Friends… I m Sarandeep. Rite now m pursuing my B.tech from GTBIT (GGSIPU) in ECE
(3rd yr). The i-flex written paper was held on 24 March, 2007 at MAIT, Delhi and Interview was
held on 25-26.
There was 1 written paper and 3 interview rounds.
WRITTEN PAPER.
There were total 50 questions, divided into 5 sections.
Marking scheme: +1 for every right ans. -0.25 for every wrong ans.
Time Limit: 1 hr.
10 Ques: Verbal (Analogy, fill the blank with appropriate word, ques on comprehension.)
10 Ques: Data Interpretation (Not Tough, but Time consuming)
10 Ques: Q.A (Simple)
10 Ques: Data Sufficiency.
10 Ques Puzzle Test (Little bit tricky)
Paper was easy, cut-off was high.
INTERVIEW
Interview for students of CS / IT and of colleges that are not in delhi was held on 25 March. And
for NON CS / IT, interview held on 26 March.
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There were three rounds.
2 Tech interviews and 1 HR.
TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
Questions from C, C++, SQL, RDBMS, Software engineering, Data structures.
For CS / IT ques on JAVA and ADA were also asked.
For NON CS / IT students, ques releted to their respective branches were asked.
As I m from ECE. I was asked about Analog Electronics and Microprocessor.
And you need to explain your whole Project.
HR INTERVIEW
Basic HR ques that were asked:1.) Your Introduction?
2.) Your objective?.
3.) Tell me something about ur family? (This is their favorite question so prepare it well)
4.) Why I-flex.?
5.) What do u know about i-flex?.
6.) Why do u want to switch over to IT solutions industry? (this is common for non CS/IT people)
7.) What do u know about IT Industry?
8.) Incidents in support of all that u have mentioned in C.V?
9.) Puzzles from the written paper.
10.)Any plans for higher studies? (Big No!!!!)
11.) Any Problem in Relocation? (Strict no no.).
12.) Your Hobbies, Interests, Strengths and Weaknesses, some other ques from C.V.
13.) Do you want to ask something from me? (Prepare a good question as not asking any question
shows serious disinterest towards company, plz don’t ask salary, perks, allowances u will come to
know them as soon as u r selected.)
FINALLY, the statistics.
More than 2500 students gave the Paper.
429 cleared the written. And finally, 113 were selected.
And by the grace of god, I got selected.
All the best, prepare well…. See u at i-flex…
Sarandeep Singh.

I-FLEX PAPER ON 24th MARCH AT DELHI
This is from Pankaj Singhal, student of JNIT, Jaipur... who cleared the i Flex Written + technical
test but couldn't clear the HR. Tough luck. This iFlex Paper is of 24th March 2007 and I am
putting the exact word by word description.
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There were total 50 question in written exam . and negetive marking of 0.25 marks..the time limit
was 60 min...
10 ques. of verbal...(english.)
10 ques..of Data interpretation..
10 ques.. of Data Sufficiency...
10 ques..of Q.A...
10 ques.. about Puzzle..........
overall it was an easy paper with a very high cut off . and yea there was a -ve marking too , 1 for
correct answer , and a deduction of .25 for the wrong answer.
2700 students participated in written exam........... and 400 students were shortlisted after written
exam.......... and 200 students....after technical..........
in tech...they asked about c/c++,SQL, SDLC...............

I-FLEX PAPER ON 5th MARCH
hi friends, this is rohita from DCSA,KUK. there was an offcampus of I-FLEX on 5th march in
LIET,Alwar.
selection procedure contains three rounds:
1. written test
2. Technical interview
3. HR interview
in written test, there were questions from data interpretation( somewhat hard), english( analogynot so easy, one comprehension), reasoning from R S Aggarwal( simple questions from coding
decoding, arithmetic reasoning, blood relation, series completion), aptitude( simple questions
from problems on age,numbers,percentage,profit and loss,time and work ).
reasoning and aptitude was quite easy.
1500 students appeared in written test and 183 qualified.
interview was on next day. in technical interview, they asked me simple questions on C pointers,
basic concepts of OOPS, questions on inheritence, basics of DBMS. They asked me questions on
my subjects of interest so whatever u mention in ur resume, be confident on that.
as i cleared the technical round i got the call for HR.
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there were normal questions in HR like explain urself, why should we hire u & all that... In HR,
always get ready for a question on ur previous answer so whatever u reply, u must mean
that and be stick to ur answers
next day they announced the result. in all 49 students were placed n i was the also the lucky one to
get selected.
just be confident n never let ur smile away from ur face. and i suggest you to prepare DBMS as
this company's main emphasis is on DBMS.

I-FLEX PAPER ON 18th FEBRUARY
(ans key at the last)
1)One person says ‘his only daughter is my son’s mother ’, what is the relationship between 1st
&2nd person.
a. Son
b. Daughter
c. Son-in-Law
d. None of the above
2)Alphabet ‘A’ to ‘Z’. If we arrange in reverse order (Z to A)then which letter will be in the 5th
position towards right ,taken from 11th better from left.
a. A
b. V
c. F
d. K
3) 'P’ is product cost; Q is sale price. Express profit .
a. { (Q-P)$P}*100
b. { (Q-P)$Q}*100
c. { (P-Q)$P}*100
d. None Of The Above
4) 1,8,27,64,125,?
a. 234
b. 216
c. 450
d. None Of the Above
5) 3,5,7,13,11,21,15,?
a. 19
b. 28
c. 29
d. 31
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6) 1,2,3,6,5,10,?
a. 9
b. 7
c. 6
d. 5
7) 23% of a number is 230 what will be 4/23 th of the numbers
a. 4000/23
b. 4000/27
c. 3000/23
d. None Of The Above
8) For 15 copies value is x .but copies after is increased to a new value y per copy.now z is greater
than 15 so what will be cost of z
a. (x+(z-15)y)
b. (x+(y-15)z)
c. (x+(y-15)y)
d. None Of The Above
9) A person buy the 6, 1 Rs stamps and 7, 50 paisa stamps he has given 12 Rs how much he will
get back.
a. 3 Rs
b. 4.4 Rs
c. 2.5 Rs
d. None Of The Above
10) A man is running around a rectangle it takes time 2 time in travelling lenth than travelling
width. Total perimeter = 300m
find area
a. 6000m
b. 5000m
c. 3000m
d. None Of The Above
KEY
---------------------------1.C 2.D 3.A 4.B 5.C
6.B 7.A 8.A 9.C 10.C

All the BEST
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